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Spring 2011  E-waste Drive
By Lisa Goldberg

:1,. dJ  P   ::

Check out the video footage from the
Broadway Green Alliance.s e-waste drive.

Broadway   continues   to   go   green!   The    Broadway    Green
Alliance  (BOA)  is  pleased  to  announce  that our  February  2011
E-Waste  Collection  Event was a  great  success.  The event took
take  place on  Wednesday,  February 23rd  in the walkway of the
Minskoff Theatre  (45th Street & Broadway)  between  llam and  1
pin.  This  year  the  BGA  collected  over  7,000  pounds  of  E-
waste. That is a 16.5% increase from last year's drive.

E-waste,  or electronic waste,  refers to old electronics that are no
longer  wanted.   These   products  contain   dangerous  toxins   like
lead and mercury that should not be thrown in with the rest of the
trash,  bLit  should  be  reused  or  recycled  instead.   Although  they
are  a  small  portion  of the  waste  stream  by  volume,  computers
and  electronics  constitute  the  fastest  growing  component  of the
municipal waste stream and contribute at least 40% of the toxicity
found    in    land fills,   The   BGA   partnered   with   WeRecycle!   to
responsibly dispose of the e-waste from  Broadway theatres  and
offices,

Susan Sampliner,  co-chair of the BGA,  said "Weld especially  like
to  thank  SL  Green  Really  and  the  Nederlander Organization  for
allowing  us to use their premises for this important cause,  and to
thank  WeReeycle!   for  their  ongoing   support  and   guidance   in
helping the BGA keep e-waste out of land fill."
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Looking for green
tips and resources?
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Greening at the Straz
By Paul Bilyeu

Recently,  the David  A.  Straz,  Jr.  Center  for  the
Performing      Arts(formerly      the      Tampa      Bay
Performing Arts Center) has embarked on a number
of     initiatives      to      reduce      waste,      encourage
environmental      responsibility     and      beautify     the
campus.     Straz     Center    employees,     volunteers,
artists,   students,   parents  and   patrons  have   been
making    changes    for   the    "green"all    aroilnd    the
Performing Arts Center.

RECYCLE: What had been a modest recycling effort
at the  Straz  Center  has  developed  in  the  last year
into  a  comprehensive,  campus-wide  single-stream
recycling  program.  The  Straz  Ceriter  now  routinely
recycles  nearly  100  yards  of  material  each  month.
Recycle  bins  have  been  positioned  at every  desk  in
the  administrative  offices,  in  every  classroom  at the
Patel  Conservatory,  at  every  one  of the  very  busy
bars and  in each of the three popular restaurants,  in
theater  lobbies,   in  dressing  rooms  and  backstage
Spaces  and  in  numerous other locations around  the
facility.   Vvlth   more   than   100   full-time   employees,
nearly 2,500 students each year, 700 volunteers and
600,000 annual visitors,  the Straz Center generates
a great amount of recyclables each year.

And  at  the  Straz  Center,  recycling  is  not just about water bottles  and  office  paper.  in the  true
spirit   of   "Reuse,    Reduce,    Recycle,"    the    Straz    Center   encourages    patrons   to    leave
their Centers/.//programs  jn  bins  as  they  leave  the  building  so  they  can  be  reused  by  other
patrons,  resulting in a reduction of printed material and less waste.

ENVIRONMENT:  Vvlth  the  recent completion  of the  physical  expansion  of the ticket office,  the
Straz  Center  has  installed  what  is  believed  to  be  the  first  green  roof  in  downtown  Tampa.
Among other benefits, the roof reduces the need for air conditioning due to the insulating nature
of the five inches of soil and reduces the "heat island" effect that resiilts when asphalt and other
roofing materials absorb and reflect energy.

Additionally,  a  new  initiative  brings  reclaimed  water to  the  distinctive  fountain  that  graces  the
entrance  to  the   Straz   Center,   while  the  facilities   team  completed   an   energy-saving   light-
conversion  project  that  converted  all  T12  bulbs  with  magnetic  ballasts  to  T8  bulbs,  including
those  100  feet above the  stage  on  the  light grid  in  Carol  Morsani  Hall and  in  other challenging
locations around the facility.

Two-Show Day Recycling Adventures
By Kimilee Bryant

Since  I  live  near  Lincoln  Center and  usually  go  home  between  shows or
rehearsals,  I  often walk home (when  the weather is nice) and stop by the
Shops  at  Columbus.  Multitasker that  I  am,  I  gather all  the #5s  and  caps
we've collected at The Majestic Theatre (where PHANTOM has played for
over 23 years)  along with  plastic bags that folks  have also deposited  and
head  uptown  from  our stagedoor on  45th  Street.  On  the way,  I  stop  in  a



Duane  Reade  or a  similar store  and  drop off the  plastic  bags  in  their bin
near the front of the store,  keeping them out of land fills and especially from whirling arouncl the
city, ending up stuck in trees or (worse) in the rivers endangering wildlife.

I  make  my way to  59th  ancl  Columbus and  do  a  little window  shopping  (dreaming)  in  the  high-
end-store  mall.  First stop,  Whole  Foods.  I  contemplate  picking  up a few things,  but am  usually
intimidated  by  the  lines!  I  head  straight for the  elevator area,  take  a  quick  look  at the  cheese
and the soaps and eye the bin for #5 recycling that NYC doesn't take with our regular recycling,
I deposit rinsed yogurt cups,  margarine tubs, takeout containers and Brita filters. Then I head up
to the third floor to Aveda.

I  spot a  salesperson  and  show  my  little  bag  of treasure  (plastic caps from water bottles,  soda,
shampoo etc.,  carefully leaving out metal or spray-pump caps,  but including flip-tops).  They are
always  happy  to  take  them  and  usually  offer  me  a  cup  of lovely  tea  and  maybe  even  a  mini-
treatment.  I  take the tea,  decline the treatment (though  occasionally  make a  purchase),  take a
look at the art exhibit outside the store.  I  head  lip for a  short gym visit at 62nd  and  Columbus,
and  then  home  to  walk  the  dog,   have  dinner  and  then  back  to  half  hour  at  the  Majestic.
Miraculously, more caps,  bags and #5s have appeared in our collection bins! Ah well,  l'm happy
it's caught on; we'll keep them out of landfills (since again, they do nc>t take them in regular NYC
recycling) and  l'm assured another trip to the lovely shops at Columbus.  So even if you're not a
"Green Captain",  it's a great short trip just barely out of the theatre district for your dinner break!

The Binder Project
By Katherine MCNamee

One clf the most rewarding efforts to come from the BGA is The Binder Project`   Every aspect of
our industry uses binders, big and small.   Many times, when a show closes, or a reading

is over, the binclers aren't necessary and take up a lot of room in a a-torage
closet,  or in a New York apartment, so they end up going out in the trash.
Then they're expensive to buy again the next time they're needed.   The
Binder Project offers a great solution!   Visit the 15th floor of Equity at 165
West 46th Street, and pick up as many binders as you might need for a
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The Binder Project is open to any theatre professional.
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